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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

The Conservation Cropping Systems Project (CCSP) is located on a 130-acre 
tract of farm land two miles south of Forman, ND along Highway 32.  A 14 
member Board of Directors composed of local producers in northeastern South 
Dakota and southeastern North Dakota advises the CCSP staff.   Diverse crops 
are grown in 15 rotations that range from one to six years under no-till, 
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mechanical strip till, biological strip till, shank and disk drill cropping systems.  A 
total of 172 60x220 foot plots plus several irregular shaped “bulk area” plots 
ranging from 1/10 acre to 8 acres are used for production and demonstrations. 
Rotations are demonstrated to look at their effect on water and wind erosion, soil 
tilth, soil moisture retention, organic matter changes, and profitability.  Each crop 
within a rotation is grown every year and replicated three times. Other practices 
and demonstrations done currently or in the past include variety trials, livestock 
waste applications, carbon sequestration studies, weed control experiments, 
livestock grazing, saline cover crop and saline alfalfa trials, biological strip till, 
radish rooting depth, and equipment demos to name a few. 
 
The project provides producers data and physical observations that allows them 
to see advantages and disadvantages of a range of crop rotations in no-till and 
conservation crop production.  The effective use of crop rotations to break weed, 
disease, and insect cycles is demonstrated.  The placement of legumes in 
rotations reduces dependence on fertilizer N.   Recent work by Dr. Dave Franzen 
of NDSU has shown that long term no-till requires 50 lbs less nitrogen fertilizer to 
grow the same crop as conventional tillage. Dr. Franzen feels the increased 
amount of biology and organic matter in no-till effectively grabs the applied 
nitrogen and holds it much more efficiently than in conventional tillage. In other 
words, leaching and volatilization losses may be considerably less.  
 
This project is a living classroom to demonstrate that agriculture can produce 
food, fuel and fiber in an environmentally favorable manner, preserving and 
enhancing soil, wildlife habitat and water quality, while providing producers with 
competitive to superior economic returns.  
 

 
 

PROJECT PURPOSE 
 

Our goal is to demonstrate profitable farming methods, machinery, and 
philosophies that promote soil and water conservation.    
 

 
PROJECT SPONSORS 

 
The Conservation Cropping System Project is funded through the sponsorship of 
governmental, corporate and private parties.  The Wild Rice Soil Conservation 
District is the principle cooperating district, supplying office space and other 
facilities for the project.  The other soil conservation districts supplying board 
member leadership in North Dakota are from Ransom, Richland, and Dickey 
counties. In South Dakota the districts from Marshall and Day counties also 
supply leadership board members. Other cooperating agencies are the Natural 
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Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), North Dakota State University 
(NDSU), and South Dakota State University (SDSU).  Sponsorship is either as a 
cash donation, in-kind or both.  There are four levels of sponsorship: Platinum ( 
$10,000 or greater), gold ($5,000 - $9,999), silver ($2,500 - $4,999) and bronze 
($500 - $2,499).  We wish to thank our sponsors listed for their support!  Without 
them this project would not exist.  
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North Dakota Corn Council Dave Bergeman Insurance Agency

Ducks Unlimited/Bayer CropScience Dave Kinzler

RDO Equipment Dave Robbins

Titan Machinery Day County SCD
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Bronze Valent USA
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Figure 1. 2012 aerial view of the Conservation Cropping Systems Project. 

 
 

CROP ROTATIONS AT CCSP 
 

Six cash crops are present in rotations: HRSW, HRWW, corn, soybean, alfalfa 
and flax.  (See figure 2) Switch grass, and cover crops have been added to the 
farm in the past several years. Cover crops can include a whole host of 
traditional and non-traditional crops that work to pull up and stabilize nutrients, 
manage salinity, and improve soil health. In 2012, we modified 3 existing 
rotations, A,B,C namely to compare minimal disturbance, bio-strip till, and 
mechanical strip till.  
 
As time goes on, technology and knowledge increase. However, challenges 
increase such as weed resistance, new diseases, new insects, climate cycles, 
crop insurance, and changing markets. What may be profitable today, does not 
work tomorrow. If our farm would have existed 40 years ago, the rotations with 
corn and soybeans would have looked strange. With these thoughts in mind, we 
have modified rotations as deemed desirable. We added a new rotation we call 
“Q” in 2012 which is sw,ww,s,c,s,c,s. This should be our most profitable and 
productive rotation. If a market for alfalfa is available, I think adding alfalfa after 
the winter wheat, and then growing corn following the alfalfa would be even 
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better in a high rainfall or good soil recharge situation. We have obtained a 
source of manure from a local dairy that we will be composting and adding to 
another rotation. It was noted at a winter meeting that most corn contest winners 
grow their winning yields on land that is or was manured.  
 
Key considerations of rotations are their profitability, weed/insect control, 
moisture use or savings, and something we could call farm synergy. Rotations do 
a wonderful job of giving a farmer built-in opportunities to manage weed and 
insect resistance, spread manure, pick rocks, graze livestock, plant cover crops 
and add recreational activities such as hunting. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Crop rotations at the Cropping Systems Project at Forman, ND, 
2012. 

 
Each plot is 60 feet by 220 feet.  Each crop within the rotation sequence is 
present each year.  Each rotation sequence has 3 replications. For example in 
rotation F, corn is replicated three times as Fc1, Fc2 and Fc3.   

CCSP Rotation Key
spring wheat/winter wheat/corn/soybeans - A

spring wheat/winter wheat-st/corn/soybeans - B

spring wheat/winter wheat-biost/corn/soybeans C

spring wheat-st/corn/soybeans D

spring wheat-cc/soybeans E

corn/soybeans-st F

spring wheat-cc-st/corn/soybeans/corn/soybeans G

continues corn since 2006-st H6

continues corn since 2008-st H8

spring wheat/winter wheat/flax-st/corn-st/corn/soybeans I

winter wheat/soybeans/corn-st/corn/flax J

winter wheat-bio-strip/corn/soybeans KH

spring wheat/winter wheat/alfalfa/alfalfa/corn/soybeans N

corn/cover crop O

spr wht/win wht/soy/corn/soy/corn/soy Q
note-st denotes strip till operation, cc-denotes cover crop

For 2012 rotation L and M were moved into rotation Q

For 2012 added ww as cc to rotation G after spring wheat. Use strip till in spring
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Figure 3. Plot map of rotations and their location in 2012. 

 
Local Weather 2012 

 
Last year I wrote “2011 may be looked at as the crescendo of wetness”. Looking back 
that was an accurate statement. I have chosen August 15, 2011 as the day it stopped 
raining. By “raining” I mean the large 4 inch, multiple 2 inch, or extended ½ inch a day 
precipitation that seemed to be happening at regular intervals since 1993. I have always 
been intrigued by weather as most farmers, and listen with great attention to anyone 
who dares to make predictions. I have found that over the years, an inordinate amount 
of disdain is bestowed upon those brave souls. Forecasts while not perfect have gotten 
better, at least in the near term. Long term is of course a far different animal. What has 

3/24/2012 2012  

Jfx3 153 Dsw2 127 Ds2 105 Dc2 83 Cenex

Jc3II 154 Qc1l 106 Ic1I 52 Fertilizer

Jc3I 155 Jc1II 107 Ifx1 53 Plant

Js3 156 Qc3II 130 Gs2ll 86 Iww1 54

Jww3 157 Qc1I 131 Gs2l 87 Isw1 55

Fs3 158 Qc2I 132 Qww1 110 Gc2lI 88 Is1 56

Fc3 159 Qs3I 133 Qsw1 111 Gc2I 89 Ic1II 57

Qs2II 160 Qs3II 134 Ms2II 112 Gsw2 90 Na1I 58

Hc2_6 135 Mc2II 113 Asw2 91 Fc2 59

Ic3I 203 Hc3_6 177 KHc2 136 Cww2 114 Aww2 92 Es2 60

Ifx3 204 KHc3 178 KHww2 137 Csw2 115 As2 93 Esw2 61

Iww3 205 KHww3 179 Ds2 164 KHs2 138 Cs2 116 Ac2 94 Fs2 62

Isw3 206 KHs3 180 Jfx1 165 Os2 139 Cc2 117 Nww1 32 Jc1I 8

Is3 207 Os3 181 Qww2 166 Hc2_8 140 Ic2I 118 Nsw1 33 Js1 9

Ic3ll 208 Hc3_8 182 Na2lI 167 Jfx2 141 Ifx2 119 Ns1 34 Jww1 10

Gs3Il 183 Na2l 168 Jc2II 142 Iww2 120 Nc1 35 ip1

Gs3l 184 Nww2 169 Jc2I 143 Isw2 121

Gc3lI 185 Nsw2 170 Js2 144 Is2 122 Bww2 100 ip2

Gc3I 186 Ns2 171 Jww2 145 Ic2II 123 Bsw2 101 Bww1 14

Gsw3 187 Nc2 172 Qs2l II 146 Qsw2 124 Bs2 102 Dsw1 39 Bsw1 15

Es3 214 Aww3 188 Cww3 173 Qsw3 147 Qs1III 125 Bc2 103 Hc1_6 71 Ds1 40 Bs1 16

Esw3 215 Asw3 189 Csw3 174 Qc2l I 148 KHc1 72 Dc1 41 Bc1 17

Na3Il 216 As3 190 Cs3 175 Bww3 149 KHww1 73 KHs1 42 Aww1 18

Na3l 217 Ac3 191 Cc3 176 Bsw3 150 Hswc1 74 NDSU 43 Asw1 19

Nww3 218 Gs1ll 192 Bs3 151 Os1 75 NDSU 44 As1 20

Nsw3 219 Gc1lI 193 Bc3 152 Hc1_8 76 NDSU 45 Ac1 21

Ns3 220 Gc1l 194 Mc1I 77 Qs1l I 46 Cww1 22

Nc3 221 Gs1l 195 Lww1 78 Qs1l 47 Csw1 23

Qc3I 222 Fc1 79 Es1 48 Cs1 24

Qs3lII 223 Na1lI 80 Esw1 49 Cc1 25a

Qww3 224 198 Qs2lI 81 Fs1 50

Dsw3 225 Dsw3 199 Ac1 82 51 alfalfa va

Gsw1 226 Ds3 200

Qc3II 227 Dc3 201

2012

West plots 260 ft 

Bulk 1switch
1.2 Acres

Bulk 2 
1.9 acres

Bulk 3
3.5 acres

Bulk 4 
8.1 acres

Bulk 5 
1.8 acres

Bulk 6 
0.7 acres

Bulk 7 
0.2 acres

Bulk 8
2.8 acres

1st pass strip-tilled
2nd not
3rd stiped

ip3

ip4s

ip5

ip6 

ip7 

ip8 

ip9 

ip10 

ip11

ip12 

ip13 

ip14 

ip10.5

ip13.5 
c.4ac
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caught my attention of late, is the PDO, or Pacific Decadal Oscillation. In this excerpt 
from the Intellicast weather web page, is a tantalizing reference to the PDO. “ John 
McLean in a paper reported to Australia's CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology (Power 
and Smith 2007) wrote about a period of unprecedented El Niño dominance the last 30 
years, which they blamed on human activity. Vecchi (2006, 2007) speculated there was 
a just 1% probability that this was due to natural events. McLean’s paper and the 
following discussion will show how the change had precious little to do with 
anthropogenic factors but was the result of a natural large scale cyclical climate flip-flop 
known now as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. “ 
 
The PDO is a 60 year peak to peak cycle, give or take. When one also considers there 
are even longer climatic cycles, how are we to have any idea what “normal” weather is 
or should be. I would strongly suggest that normal is nothing but a mathematical 
description of a given time period. Without any understanding of the place in the various 
long and short term climate cycles, using any one time period to describe “normal” is 
ludicrous. Why is this important to CCSP? Weather has everything to do with soil. Of 
the 5 soil forming factors the other four being parent material, biology, topography, and 
time, weather or climate, is the one that will cause the most soil erosion. This is 
especially true when there is a climate cycle reversal, which we seem to be 
experiencing at this point in time. Leon Osborne, speaking at the Prairie Grains 
conference this fall, talked extensively on the data that indicates we are going back to a  
cool phase of the PDO. Also, as Leon points out, rain attracts rain. Leon goes on to say 
that once a region dries out, and especially when deep soil moisture is depleted, rain 
systems that come in that would have left an inch, will only produce a ½ inch or maybe 
less. Historically, it sounds like we may be going back to the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s weather 
wise.  
 
In review of last summer’s weather, it certainly seemed like what myself and others my 
age (55) or older felt was our version of “normal”. The winter and spring was indeed 
unusually warm. The warm winter was the result of an unusually long period of the 
positive phase of the arctic oscillation. Typically this does not last much longer than a 
couple of weeks according to Osborne, but in the winter of 2011-2012 it was persistent. 
Moving into summer we were blessed with wonderful temperatures for growing both 
small grains and row crops. In looking at my recorded rainfall, it is surprising to see how 
close to weather bureau normal we were. After getting single rain events that often 
exceeded monthly averages, getting .5 to 1.0 inches less rainfall per month does not 
seem very dramatic. One note, my August rainfall, 0.10 in., is much less than the local 
observer, 1.02 in., who is 4 miles south. To the best of my memory, I know we had 
some sprinkles, but when I checked the gauge, nothing was in it. Otherwise we agree 
pretty closely.  
 
The big story for 2012 was stored soil moisture. Temperatures, both day and night time, 
along with sunshine were optimal. More rain at the right time in most locations could 
have increased yields, in some cases dramatically, but we all know there are always 
tradeoffs. It is worth noting that stored soil moisture in most locations was beyond 
optimal. After multiple years of above normal precipitation both in and out of season, 

http://www.intellicast.com/Community/Content.aspx?a=126
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ground water had accumulated in areas where it had not been observed before. Water 
is stored in soil in two ways, saturated and unsaturated. Typically, most crops use the 
unsaturated moisture. In soil textures finer than silt, water will not penetrate the ground 
very deep except where it ponds in low areas. The low areas tend to be even finer 
texture, and water will often be held like it is in a bowl, often times evaporating or moved 
out laterally before it percolates very deep. This is why salt builds up in many areas. If 
the water could move down, it would take the salts with it. What happened over the 
previous 20 years of excess moisture, water in greater quantities moved far deeper into 
soil profiles and even formed water tables. It was evident when we dug soil pits for field 
days that almost anywhere we dug we had free water coming in to the bottom of the pit. 
This fall we had a soil health tour in November and dug a couple of soil pits, one on the 
south side of the plots 100 ft from a slough containing water, the other pit on high 
ground. Even the pit close to the slough did not get water in it. The bottom was damp, 
but no free water. On the high ground, dry soil started at 7 inches and went down over 3 
feet. Another curious observation was that the 2 inches of rain we got in October only 
soaked in about 7 or 8 inches on the corn and soybean ground. It did not seem to 
matter whether it was no-till or conventional tillage. I was first told by a custom 
applicator who was happy to get going with applying ammonia they were making mud 
balls if they went more than 5-6 inches deep. This was on our silt-clay loam soils. 
Apparently when some soils get very dry, as they did this year, they actually became 
water repellent. Some implications of this would be if you were doing tillage, you were 
exposing a lot of very wet soil and losing more moisture, than if the moisture would have 
penetrated deeper. At this point I have not found much information on the phenomenon. 
While soil sampling, other board members had noticed the same thing. Our wheat plots 
had moisture down much farther and looked like what I would have expected. Possible 
explanation could be that wheat does not use as much total moisture as corn or beans. 
Wheat also has a different type of root system and does not take moisture up late in the 
season. 
 
The growing unit situation is interesting this year as well. March was unbelievably warm, 
16 degrees above normal. The ending heat unit accumulation for corn was very high 
with 2012 coming in at 2233 on September 1 and finishing the end of September with 
2608. This is to be qualified with frost and of course drought which hastened maturity. 
 
The fall was perfect for harvesting, period. Just no two ways about it. Don’t know what 
else can be said. Warm, little if any rain, not too much wind. However if you are a winter 
wheat grower, not so good. We planted winter wheat a little early and nothing came up 
until the October rain. I mean nothing. It was really quite unbelievable. The alfalfa did 
come up planted in early August as well as the cover crops, but there was little growth.  
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Figure 4. Growing season temperature and precipitation 2012 
 
 

 
 

        
Figure 5.  Growing degree units accumulated for corn at Forman, ND, 2608 

in 2012 May 1- Sept 30 and the 15-yr mean of 2281.                                    

30yr 2012 64 Yr 2012
Month average average deviation Mean Total deviation

January 9 21 12.0 0.50 0.47 -0.03

February 15 22 7.0 0.50 0.54 0.04

March 27 43 16.0 0.80 0.78 -0.02

April 43 47 4.0 2.01 2.73 0.72

May 56 59 3.0 2.95 1.40 -1.55

June 65 69 4.0 3.60 3.06 -0.54

July 71 76 5.0 2.88 2.11 -0.77

August 69 68 -1.0 2.75 0.10 -2.65

September 58 59 1.0 2.07 0.19 -1.88

October 44 43 -1.0 1.35 2.15 0.80

November 28 30 2.0 0.60 0.20 -0.40

December 14 15 1.0 0.60 0.30 -0.30

mean totals 41.5 46.0 4.4 20.61 14.03 -6.58

note:Temps are from Oakes ndawn, growing season precip is CCSP farm

Non growing season precip from local NOAA coop observer se of Forman

Calender year 2012 Weather
Temperature (f) Precipitation (in)
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AGRONOMIC PRACTICES AND YIELD 
 

A detailed outline of agronomic practices used is listed in Figure 6. 
 

Wheat: “Overland” HRWW was planted September 16-17, 2011 with a John 
Deere (JD) 1590 single disk drill in the 3 disk drill plots (Rotation “A”), the 20 ft 
Amity twin disc drill in the 3 plots of the “N” rotation, and the balance of the plots 
seeded with a 10-foot Concord air drill with triple shot Anderson seed boots at a 
10-inch spacing. Accipiter winter wheat was planted on the 3 soybean plots. 
Faller spring wheat was planted with the JD 1590 drill, March 31, 2012. Starter 
fertilizer at a rate of 78 lb/ac of 11-55-0 was placed with the winter wheat seed in 
all non alfalfa winter wheat plots.  The N rotation was seeded with the Amity drill 
and 120 lbs 11-55-0 was deep banded for alfalfa.  1st  nitrogen application of 68.5 
lbs as 28-0-0 was applied with stream nozzles to HRWW on April 12, 2012, 2nd 
application of 62 lbs was on May 1.  A total application of 150 lbs N as 28-0-0 
with stream nozzles was applied to HRSW with 78 lbs applied 4/25 and 72 lbs 
5/21. Winter wheat was harvested on July 19 and spring wheat on July 27. 
Tractor used was the CaseIH MX 340 with RTK autosteer, combined with 4400 
and 3300 John Deere. 

 
Flax: Flax was planted at 80 lbs/acre with the John Deere 1590 on 5/8/12.  Flax 
received a post application of 68.5 lbs/ac Nitrogen as 28-0-0.  Callisto was 
applied on May 12 and Select Max on June 2. 11.4 oz bronate was applied 
6/12/12. The 1590 John Deere was pulled by CaseIH MX340 with RTK 
autosteer. The Combine used was 3300 John Deere. 

 
Corn: Croplan 3337VTP2  was seeded in 58 rotational plots.  Variety, strip till, 
and corn on corn questions were addressed. The rotation plot corn was planted 
May 4th-6th. The bulk areas and strip till/variety trial were done May10th. All corn 
planted at population of 32,000. Fertilizer at planting was 139 lbs nitrogen and 48 
lbs phosphorus including 5 gallons 10-34 in-furrow. The corn on corn received 55 
lbs extra nitrogen pre plant with a stream nozzle application. Strip tilling was 
done on the appropriate plots on November 4, 2011. 7200 John Deer planter 
pulled by CaseIH MX340 with RTK autosteer. Combine used was 4400 John 
Deere. 
 
Soybeans: Pioneer 90Y90 planted May 15th at 180K population. The early 
maturing soybeans, Pioneer 90Y01 were planted in the KH rotation where winter 
wheat is seeded in the fall. 11.5 gallons 10-34-0 applied 2X2 for 46 lbs P. 7200 
John Deere Planter pulled by MX340 with RTK autosteer. Combine used was 
4400 with 15ft flexhead. 
 
Alfalfa: On 1rst year plots Dairyland Magnum Force V was planted August 3, 
2011 @ 20 lbs. 2nd year plots, Dairyland Magnum Force V alfalfa was planted 
August 16, 2010 @20 lbs / acre.  Amity twin disc and John Deere 1590 pulled by 
MX335 with RTK autosteer. 
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Figure 6.   Crop Inputs and timing.  
 

Planting Harvest Planting

Crop Date Date Rate Chemical Rate Date

Alfalfa(establish) 8/16/2010 20# Select Max 12 oz+NIS 09/08/10

Dairyland Magnum V wet

 

    

Alfalfa(establish) 8/3/2011 20# Select Max 12 oz+NIS 09/08/11

Dairyland Magnum Force 420

Planting Harvest

HRSW 3/31/2012 7/27/2012 120# Huskie 11 oz 05/14/12

Faller Rimfire 3oz 05/14/12

Stratego 4 oz 05/14/12

 Interlock 4 oz 05/14/12

Prosario + NIS 6.5 oz 06/14/12

   

   

Planting Harvest Rotation N&C weed control-see cover crops

HRWW 9/16-9/17/11 7/19/2011 120# Huskie 11 oz 05/02/12

Overland on sw stbl Rimfire 3oz 05/02/12

Decade  Stratego 4 oz 05/02/12

Soybean ground 9/30/2011 Interlock 4 oz 05/02/12

  Prosario + NIS 6.5 oz 05/30/12

   

Planting Harvest Burndown RU+24D 22oz+1Pt 04/24/12

Corn 5/4-5/7/2012 9/25-26/2012 32,000 Roundup Ultra Max II 32 oz 05/14/12

Croplan 3337VT2P  Laudis 3 oz 05/14/12

  Atrazine 1/2 lb 05/14/12

Strip/variety trial 5/10/2012 Interlock 4 oz 05/14/12

  ams 10lbs/100 05/14/12

Preference 1 pint 05/14/12

Roundup Ultra Max II 32oz 06/15/12

Strip tilling done 11/4/11 Interlock 4 oz 06/15/12

Preference 1 pint 06/15/12

Planting Harvest

Soybean 5/15/2012 9/19/2012 180,000 32 ozRU+1.0 24-d+2.5oz valor 04/30/12

Pioneer 90Y90 Roundup Ultra Max II 32 oz 06/04/12

rolling  5/18/12 RU+Select Max 9oz 22 oz 06/29/12

Short day beans Interlock 4 oz 06/29/12

Pioneer 90Y01    

Planting Harvest    

Flax 5/8/2012 9/19/2011 80# Callisto 3 oz 05/12/12

Select Max 16 oz 06/02/12

Bronate 11.4 oz 06/12/12

Fertilizer

Corn received 139 lbs nitrogen at planting, 2nd year corn had extra 55 lbs stream barred

All plot received 48.5 lbs P., 28.8 lbs 2 x 2, 19.7 lbs infurrow , both as 10-34 and 1 pint zinc chelate infurrow

Winter Wheat at planting 78 lbs 11-52-0, 2 spring stream bar apps, 1rst 68.5 lbs 4/12/12, 2nd at 62 lbs 5/1/12.

Spring Wheat at planting 80 lbs 11-52-0, 2 stream bar app one at 1rst 78 lbs. 4/25/12. 2nd at 72 on 5/21/12 lbs.

Flax 68.5 lbs n stream bar 
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Figure 7. Crop yield averaged across all rotations at the Conservation Cropping Systems 
Project in 2012. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Best individual plot yields to date. 
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Crop observations     
 

For rotation key see figure 2 on page 6. 

 
All crops were negatively affected by lack of rain, otherwise conditions were good to 
excellent. 

Wheat 
 

Winter wheat. Conditions at planting were great.  Lack of fall rain following planting 
resulted in less than desirable stands. A small amount of rain immediately prior to and 
after planting was very important for obtaining the stand that we did get. Watching for 
expected rainfall can be critical in a dry fall. One must weigh the risk of wheat streak 
infection vs not getting rain latter on. Better stands were obtained using the lowest 
disturbance methods into standing wheat stubble. The flax and soybean plots looked 
the worst going into fall as these plots had the least amount of cover and lost the most 
moisture. Accipiter was planted on the soybean plots as it is more winter hardy than 
Overland, which was planted in all the other plots. The stands in spring were good on all 
plots and passed the insurance test conducted in May indicating tillering was adequate. 
 The Accipiter plots yielded 11 bushels less than the average of 81 bushels. Protien 
averaged Weed control was good with the use of Huskie and Rimfire. Disease control 
was maintained with Stratego and Prosaro. 
 
 
Spring Wheat. It was an absolute joy to plant this year. No Mud to contend with. 
Seeding was uneventful and stands were good. As with the winter wheat, weed and 
disease control were good. Rimfire did an adequate job of suppressing foxtail barley. 
Yields were good, averaging 71 bushels and 14.3 protien. 
 
 
 

Flax 
Planting and emergence was good this year. Weed control was aggressive, using 
Callisto, Select Max, and Bronate, and glyphosate pre-harvest. Yields were 
disappointing, 13.5 bushels. I have concerns that Round Up drift may be an issue. 
Extremely sensitive to glyphosate, flax could be affected by amounts that do not bother 
wheat.  
 

Corn 
 
 

Corn planting went very well like the other crops. We did delay planting due to a cold 
snap that was well predicted but did not reach the levels anticipated. Croplan 3337VT2P 
was  planted on two passes on an interplot just prior to the cold weather to see what 
would happen and to test the planter. No ill effects were seen. Weed control was good 
with the use of Laudis, atrazine, and Roundup. Corn on Alfalfa plots received an early 
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post emergence application of a ½ pint of Clarity to control alfalfa surviving the fall kill 
down. 
 
As stated earlier stored soil water was very important this year, especially for corn. In 
the landscape of our plots, yields were visibly dictated by topography, and soil texture. It 
would also follow that the basic no-till fundamentals of low disturbance, soil residue, 
organic matter, and water infiltration would all work together to be a benefit.  This year, 
with limited rain fall, the big player was water already stored. Just based on 
probabilities, we will have limited soil moisture for next year. In 2008 our summer 
moisture was short, and the best yielding corn was on the undisturbed wheat stubble. If 
moisture is short this year, it will be interesting to see what tillage system will work the 
best. 
 
Our experiment with bio-strip till was continued. In 2012 yields for the bio-strip was 5 
bushels higher than mechanical and 1 bushel higher than no strip till in winter wheat. 
That was an average off 6 plots, so again I have some encouragement.  As mentioned 
before there was a lot to do with stored soil moisture that that is not accounted for in our 
yields. I think with the problems with herbicide resistance, and soil organic matter 
depletion, the use of a winter cereal cover crop following corn in a corn bean rotation is 
worth looking at. Dwayne Beck has been using that practice for years and finds it 
worthwhile.   
 
The strip till /variety trial was continued and once again a positive yield response was 
seen. The trend of a 7 bu response to strip till was still observed when strip tilling 
soybean ground as opposed to direct planting. Also, there were differences in response 
to strip till according to variety as indicated in previous years. Of all work done at this 
farm, I feel this is some of the most important and should be taken into account when 
selecting corn varieties for your farm. 
 
 

Soybeans 
 
Soybeans were quickly planted as soon as the corn was finished. Pioneer 90Y90 
soybeans were seeded in the majority of our plots with Pioneer 90Y01s seeded in the 
early harvest plots where winter wheat will be planted. Weed control using Valor, 2-4D, 
Roundup for a preplant, and Roundup in season worked well. This year, all beans were 
ready to be harvested well before winter wheat planting time. The bean yield was good, 
but as with the corn, the soybeans ran out of water. Yields varied from 30 to 42 bushels. 
Soybean aphids never reached control levels.  
 
 

 
Alfalfa 

 
Dairyland Magnum Force V was seeded the last 2 years into our alfalfa plots. The 
alfalfa was probably most affected by the lack of rain as alfalfa is a heavy early season 
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water user and rapidly depletes soil moisture. First cutting was not too bad, 2nd cutting 
was poor, and there was not enough for a 3rd cutting. In fact I did not kill out the 2nd year 
stand as it appeared to be partially dormant throughout the fall. The 1rst year plots 
seeded in the fall of 2011 had good stands. The alfalfa seeded this fall (2012) came up, 
and currently has good snow cover so I am optimistic it will survive. So far we have not 
had a failure planting in early August. 
 
 

Cover Crops 
 
The fall of 2012 was too dry at CCSP to establish nice stands of cover crops. We had 
poor to moderate stands that just did not perform well. As any other crop, you need 
some rain to make a cover crop do its job. The rain in mid October was too late to be of 
much benefit. The Bio-strip we have been doing for corn preformed moderately well. As 
stated before, the biggest yield factor was soil moisture. This does put us in a dilemma 
in a dry year. A cover crop will use moisture. A cover crop will increase organic matter, 
which will increase the amount of moisture a soil can store. If the cover crop uses 
moisture that is replenished by snow melt, you have improved your productivity by 
actually increasing the moisture that will be available to your following crop. The building 
of organic matter is a slow process. It is no different than the age old financial discipline 
of saving money and building equity. It may be tough to do, but the rewards are 
worthwhile. We used 2 pints Bison Advanced and 2oz Axial on the winter wheat where 
cover crops were to be planted to avoid herbicide carry over. 
 
At our summer field day we focused on recovering flooded land. We used 3 plots to 
demonstrate the good, the bad and the ugly.  
 
The ugly first.  A wet saline affected plot was planted with soybeans. Part of the 
soybeans just plain died. Some did not look too bad which is pretty typical of these 
areas. We dug a soil pit that spanned from the good to bad beans, which only required 
a couple of feet. NRCS Soil Scientist Hal Weiser tested the salinity and found where the 
soybeans were dead the salinity was high enough to kill them. No mystery but it was 
confirmation of the problem. Crop Consultant Lee Briese than explained the poor 
economics of growing soybeans on these soils as well as how having no crop growing 
would increase the amount of salinity.  
 
2nd, the Bad.  Another saline wet plot was planted with winter wheat in the fall. Some 
winter wheat grew, and some grassy weeds. The plot was sprayed, but the grassy 
weeds persisted. Lee’s analysis on this plot was 1) Far less money spent on the winter 
wheat than soybeans. 2) The grassy weeds were pulling moisture which would at least 
allow a chance for the salinity to move down. 
 
3rd, the good. After a 2-4D Roundup burndown, winter wheat was planted next to a 
slough where the tractor was almost making ruts. The winter wheat emerged just fine. 
With the dry winter, no flooding occurred and the winter wheat came to life in the spring 
and produced a 46 bushel crop with minimal care.  
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Our conclusion: Saline soils get worse when nothing is growing on them. Since no one 
can predict weather, you need to play the odds, and take advantage of conditions as 
they present themselves. Tile drainage, cover crops, and no-till can all work together to 
limit erosion, build organic matter, distribute precipitation equally and keep salt from 
coming to the soil surface. As seen this year, a soils ability to hold water is extremely 
important. I just witnessed a quarter section of land sell for $10,300 dollars an acre. Do 
you think there is a coincidence the predominant soil type on this quarter has the 
maximum plant available soil water holding capacity of any soil in the book? 
 
 
 
  

 
Figure 9. Bio-strip till 10/2/2009 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The following several pages contain graphs highlighting some of the yield results from 
the current and past years. 
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Figure 10. The Str indicates Strip Till. Bio Str is the Radish/Pea combination shown in 
figure 9. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 13. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. 2012 Strip till/Variety 
 

Figure 15. 2010 Strip till/Variety 
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Figure 16. 2009 Strip till/Variety trial. 
Note: The 2011 Variety trial was left out because of heavy hail damage. 

 
 

 
Figure 17.  

 
The variety Overland was used on the Spring Wheat and Flax ground. Accipiter was 
used on the Soybean ground. Note in 2010 the winter wheat planted on soybean and 
flax ground was much better. Conditions in the fall of 2009 were wet, causing more root 
disease in the winter wheat planted in spring wheat stubble. 
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Figure 18. 
 

  
 

Figure 19. 
 

The above graph was put together by Walt Albus which dramatically shows how 
increasing temperatures negatively affects wheat yields. Spring wheat has a very high 
correlation. Winter wheat is subject to other considerations such as fall conditions that 
can have substantial affect on yield regardless of spring and summer temperatures, 
however there is still a fair correlation. 
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A copy of all our annual reports, more detailed yield graphs and tables, periodic crop 
updates and comments can be found on our website, www.notillfarm.org. 
 

 

Education 
 
We have continued our education program with talks, tours, and fields days. Our 
summer field day turnout was good again this year with an attendance of over 
150 people. In conjunction with the field day we offered a training session for 
NRCS and 319 program employees that focused on soil salinity, our main topic 
of the public field day. Field day attendees were able to look at saline soil and our 
soils experts described how these soils form and how to best manage these 
problem areas. Solutions and prevention strategies were discussed in front of the 
CCSP demonstrations. This fall we were a major part of the NDSU soil health 
tour. We were the subject of two print media articles and went on radio with Mick 
Kjar during our field day and several times during the year. Topics covered other 
than salinity included corn seeding depth, rotations, machinery, wild life benefits, 
tile drainage, compost and manure applications, soil health, insect control, and 
herbicide resistance.  Titan Machinery and Amity Technologies again sponsored 
a great meal at our field day that we appreciate very much.  

 
Figure 20. Pat Freeberg speaking at field day. 

 

http://www.notillfarm.org/
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Final comments from the Farm Manager. 

 
 
The sponsors of our project deserve the highest of praise. Soil conservation 
requires “eternal vigilance”, and may not seem to be a high priority at present 
times when compared to the “Dirty Thirties”. David Montgomery, author of “Dirt: 
The Erosion of Civilizations” spoke at the ManDak zero till meeting this year. For 
the most part, he paraphrased what Hugh Bennett, Walter Lowdermilk, and many 
others have said for over a century. Even with better farming methods, 
measurements and models still indicate that we are losing soil faster than it is 
being formed. By supporting CCSP, our sponsors are trusting in a grassroots 
driven enterprise to demonstrate, educate, and research soil maintenance and 
soil building that is possible with No-till. Thank you. 
 
 
2012 was fascinating, thrilling, hopeful, scary, and, and, and,… the list is endless.  
Shortly after harvest, a neighbor told me “The year was as perfect as it gets, 
good wheat, good corn, good beans, high prices, easy dry harvest, and then we 
get a 2 inch rain.” In our little corner of the world, it was about as good as it gets. 
I well know that things can change in a mile or two, but overall farm income is at 
record highs. Land prices, well, here is my story, to the best of my memory. In 
1979 some good land south of me sold for $900/acre. That was the highest land 
got in the area. It took 25 years, give or take, until that $900 dollar value was 
reached again. Land in the same area just sold for above $10,000. Even using 
inflation adjusted dollars, that is close to 4 times the 1979 price. Most farmers 
have either a new line of machinery or one that is in very good shape. No 
question about it, the farm economy is in good shape. Will it stay that way 
forever? History says no. As I have heard many speakers say, we always think 
this time its “different”. There are some things a producer and landowner can do 
that are time proven and almost always add security and future income stability. 
Improving land is one of them. If you could go back in time on the land that you 
own, what would you do? I know the first thing I would do is keep the damn plow 
out! Most all of my land suffered from severe wind erosion in the 1930s. My 
parents moved on to the place in 1939, squatters for lack of a better term 
because no one wanted it, and in the 30s they had no money like most everyone 
else. Mom always said it was nothing but blowouts and stinkweed. After several 
years, Dad got title by paying taxes plus 1 dollar per ¼. Dad did farm about ½ of 
the land. Slowly, after leveling the sand dunes and blowouts, spreading manure 
and farming to keep the sand from blowing, planting grass and alfalfa, 
productivity slowly improved. Dad put most of the farm in pasture as the grass 
just returned after rains returned in the 40’s. I am left to wonder what our farm 
would have been like today if no-till would have been an option to the farmer that 
broke up our land. Going back even further improvement in drainage was not 
done. Since the farm lies on top of continental divide on deep sand, water is 
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seldom an issue, until a prolonged wet spell comes along, like the one we just 
went through. There were opportunities, such as garrison diversion, which had us 
in the plans, but when the project got shut down we lost out. Had we not been in 
a prolonged dry spell in the 80’s when wetland legislation came in, we might 
have been more aggressive. 
 
Most societies left an inglorious trail of soil erosion, but one society apparently 
built soils. In the distant past, the South American Indians literally created a soil. 
It is called Terra Preta de Indio or black soil of the Indian. The soil is deep, high 
organic matter and very productive even today. This soil is right beside the 
natural soil that is pretty much worthless for crops. It was created sometime in 
the 450-900 year BC timeframe. It is reported to be regenerative, building itself at 
up to 1cm per year. The main ingredients are low temp char and compost. I am 
planning to work with this at CCSP. I don’t think it would be cost effective 
commercially for large scale agriculture.  It could however demonstrate in a plot 
situation the advantages of high organic matter in a short time period. This would 
show why we should build organic matter levels with methods that are cost 
effective. It would be only small scale, but what could be more exciting to a 
farmer than deep high organic matter topsoil?  
 
The point is clear, when economic are good, make improvements that will deliver 
long term benefits. Since man does not live by bread alone and one’s life is not 
measured in dollars and cents, we also have opportunities to improve our 
communities and recreational opportunities. Most of my professional life has 
been spent outdoors, a rare opportunity for most. We have always allowed 
scheduled hunting on my farm. My Dad always had land set aside for wildlife and 
I do as well. Some of which we never got paid a nickel for by any government 
program. We have also had paid land such as CRP. It would be my hope that our 
way of life of work and pleasure in the outdoors can be preserved, but I would 
just as soon we do it ourselves and not have legislated mandated directives.  
 
 
Kelly Cooper CCSP Farm Manager. 
 
Note: If you would like to read this report electronically, it can be viewed or 
downloaded at www.notillfarm.org. The hot links will work while viewing the Word 
version. 
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